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SPECIAL CAUTION

J^RIVERS and CONDUCTORS must never take
that Passengers will step on

or off the Car quickly enough to avoid an accident,
but must stop the Car and wait till they are sately
on or off before giving signal to start or starting
he Car. So also never be too sure that persons
on or near the track will see the Car and keep out
of the way. Be prepared to stop instantly if
necessary. Especially when children are near, go
s owly past them. A Ufe saved or accident pre
vented IS more important than being prompt to
time or anything else.

This Boole must be kept in good order and convenient for reference,
and be returned to the Office on leaving the Board's Service.

MELBOURNE & METROPOLITAN TRAMWAYS BOARD

GENERAL RULES

RELATING TO DRIVERS AND CONDUCTORS

(ELECTRIC SYSTEM)

Drivers and Conductors must read all of the Rules in this Book,

and understand them while acting as students, and before

taking the responsibility of running cars by themselves.

So also all Local and Other Notices affecting the practice on
any line must be read and understood before starting work on

that line.

The Rules and all Notices must be strictly observed and applied
with politeness and judgment. Conductors and Drivers will
be held responsible for any violation of them, as well as any

loss or damage caused thereby.

Rules are subject to alteration by the Board at any time.

J



9. Kycsifjht.

RULES
APPLYING TO

ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS
10. Addresses.

OBSERVANCE OF RULES, Etc.
1. Rules to be

understood
and observed.

2. New Rules
Instructions
and Notices.

3. By-laws and
Notices in
Cars.

4. Special
Instructions
to be
observed.

5. Breaches of
Rules.

6. Ignorance of
Rules no
excuse.

7. Instructions
given by
Officerfl.

8. Medical
Examination.

The rules herein must be read, thoroughly under- , H. CleanUness.
stood and observed by every employee of the Board Uniforms,
whose duties are in any way governed thereby.

Amendments and additions to Rules and all Tem-
porary Orders and Notices will be posted on the
Notice Board, which must be examined daily.
New Rules, special instructions and notices must

hVrei^ attention as if they were included
Drivers and Conductors must read carefully and

rniderstand the By-laws of the Board and the

V f passeogers posted in the cars. They
I?«n ®y-:^aws, Notices, Rules and instruc-tions with discretion as it is desired that passengers
Shall not be unnecessarily annoyed or harassed.

Drivers must make themselves conversant with
Rules and Special Instructions to Conductors, and
vice versa, making special note of those which may
affect their duties.

12. Emblems.

Every
•  employee IS required to report to hissuperior Officer any violation of the Rules or Regu

lations, or any irregularity which may come under
his notice.

Ignorance of Rules will not be accepted as an
excuse for any breach or violation.

Should the eyesight of an employee become im
paired, and the wearing of glasses be rendered
necessary, such employee must at once report the
matter to his superior Officer. All glasses must be
approved by the Board's Medical Officer.
Eye shields or sun goggles of an approved pattern

may be used by Drivers.
The address of each employee must be registered,

and notification in writing of any change thereof
must at once be given by the employee to the
Officer in charge of the Depot to which he is
attached.

Drivers and Conductors when on duty must be
neat in person with faces shaven and hands clean.
They must wear the full uniform provided and black
boots or shoes (polished). Buttons, monograms
and numerals must be clean and polished. The
tunic must be buttoned up and the cap worn
straight on the head. The uniform must be used
with care and kept clean and free from grease and
other spots.
Except when travelling to and from work, uni

forms must not be worn when off duty. Should
the uniform or portion thereof be _ considered un
suitable for use before the recognised period has
elapsed, it will be replaced and a proportionate
charge made therefor. With reasonable care, an
overcoat or khaki tunic should last three years,
trousers nine months, a Driver's serge tunic
eighteen months, and a Conductor's tunic twelve
months.

Drivers and Conductors, whilst in uniform, are
not permitted to wear any National, Political, Union
or Religious Emblem, except a Returned Soldier's
Badge or Decoration, a St. John's Ambulance First-
Aid Badge (if duly qualified to wear same), and the
present badge of the "Australian Tramway Em
ployees' Association" which, if worn, must be on
the watch chain.

Drivers and Conductors must obey promptly all
"A Inspectors, Ticket Examiners,

tSJk floods, or special work ontrack, must also be obeyed.

13. Yard Sheets
to be consult
ed for Report
ing Time.

14. Reporting
for Duty.

Employees must submit themselves for Medical
Examination or Eyesight Test as required.

Each Driver and Conductor must obtain the start
ing time of his day's work from the yard sheet
sufficiently in advance to enable him to take up
duty at the time stated thereon. Yard sheets show
ing the duties for each day will be posted by 1.0 p.m.
on the preceding day, unless the time for such
l)osting be fixed by Local Notice.
Each Driver and Conductor must report for duty

at the time noted on the yard sheet, unkss he
has obtained from the Depot Master or Officer in
charge permission to be absent, or is imabiC
through illness tq tahe up duty,



15. Lateness.

16. Absence or
Lateness.
What to do.

17. Absence
without
permission.

18. Return to be

18. Return to be

Notified.

tion ror

Leave.

is absolutely essential. Every marwho IS late for duty wril be reported and an entr-

everv imposed ii
exolLfltlftn ° r unless a satisfactor}xplanation is forthcoming. Lateness on threi
occasions without sufficient excuse will be couort o- •
sidered cause for dismissal. 20. Signing on• j .— suKiciensidered cause for dismissal.

and Inspection
of Notice
Boards and
Yard Sheet.

Should an employee find that through illness oi

i-oJterS^'time^^ri^^ unable to report at hh
noticrln ̂  two hoprs'
charae u to the Officer in
do X U be able to report later he must
not te7ounrfo?hlr ' ..

without leave, and who fails

his .• 24 hours of
liable'tf hintselfai. Knowledge

of route on
which
working.

Afe fr-o^ duiv an en.ploj,ee mns. notify
ihc Depot Master that He is ^ day prior
fication must be given before ^ duty, provided
to that upon which he desire Monday must be
that notice of intention to resume ^^'T^s^Jday.
civen before 11.0 a.m. on the preceding
on^ "^ust be made within
state-— leave. The application mus|
(a) Nature of illness or accident.
(b) Probable duration of absence.
(c) Length of leave desired.

niJhed certificate must be fur-
<5nrJ..f certificate for sick pay from a Benefit'
I wm "I7r The Board, if it thtaks ̂ht. Will arrange for its own Medical Officer to
make an examination. v."ii«-ci w

absence of six consecutive calendar on t *•months, an employee fails to submit himself for 22. Inspection

S  -ai-t« £
sliucrySe^'eSr"''' 1"^
that Medical Officer reports
fit fnr ® a possibility of the employee being

te=°montha."° Period of
such extended leave, the

wuf brremnv^^"® t resume duty, hig namewui De remove from the register,

starting.

Every employee on leave of absence for more
than t\vo months must forward to his Depot for
safe-keeping his full uniform, change and outfit.
Employees' passbooks must be turned in, unless

special permission has been obtained for their
retention and use.

On reporting for duty, each Driver and Con
ductor must:—

(1) Enter his name and the exact time (by the
Depot clock) in the register kept for the
purpose.

(2) Inspect the Notice Boards and study all new
notices.

(3) Inspect the yard sheet for change of work.
When an Emergency Notice is posted, special

attention must be given to instructions contained
therein.

Before taking charge of cars on any route,
Drivers and Conductors must make themselves ac
quainted with:—

(1) All Local Notices.
(2) The points of special importance concerning

that route, as under:—

(a) Fares and Sections and any transfers in
use.

(b) Rules regarding curves, junctions, inter-
' sections, and railway crossings.

"  (c) Positions of signals, emergency break-
dowri boxes, crossovers, loops, telephones
and stopping places.

(d) Names of cross and, side streets.
(e) Times of first and last cars, frequency of

cars on connecting routes, and any other
information likely to be required by pas
sengers.

Before taking a car into traffic, the Driver must
assure himself that all operating gear, brakes, sand
ing gear, lights, etc., are in good working order, and
that sand boxes are full of sand.
Both Driver and Conductor must examine the car

to see that it is in first-class condition, free from
dust, dirt and grease, with floors and windows
clean, and that everything is in readiness to start
on time. Employees will be considered to have
received cars in good order unless defects are at
once reported.
A Relief Driver, when taking over from another

^river, must sat^^£y himself that the car is in good
working order.
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23. tife^ards,
etc.

24. Live part of
equipment not
to Ije handled.

A Driver must see that lifeguards are in goo.
freely"^ Ofder, and that tripping devices worl
mo!'t ^ ̂ 'f^guard drops, the ca.must be stopped at once to prevent damage. All
causes of damage to lifeguards must be reported.

of the elec

tron i'^ handled unless the switch con-
"nff" current to same is placed tc

nff IT, position, or. if necessary, until the pole ison the overhead wire.

25. Run Number
Discs and
Auxiliary
Boards.

26. Responsi
bility and
co-operation
in work.

27. Responsi
bility for
safe runnini

28. Position of
Drivers on
duty.

29. Car not to
be left
unattended.

Both the Driver and the Conductor must co-

coSlJt r running a car and avoidconflict as to their respective duties.

dnrtor control of the Con-'

of thi r;, Y of rules governing the safety
Drevenf a M failure to take every precaution toTn th "r^uS iS^r" cL"?

motion, the responsibility for
well coSm f are
ACCTnl^Mmc Tiir'^Tcm^ rapid control, and;
AMr-tP MUST BE AVOIDED. VIGIL-
AVmnAMr5^^^5^®^ good judgment,!

of RISKS, and a STRICT COM-'
TTOM5 rules and INSTRUC-'TIONS WILL prevent ACCIDENTS.
When a car is in motion, the Driver must always

stand or sit perfectly upright in the centre of the
cabin, with his left hand on the controller handle
^  air-brake handle. Hemust NOT on any account recline on the controller
or any other portion of the car, or have his feet off

punches""^

of hi^ t ^®'"PO"rily leaves the driving cabin
air brake aSS *""1 "^easc
Imldinrr ^"'■0 ff'ut the hand brake isholding ..le carfthen rc-apply air-brake.

30. Driving cabin
for Drivers
only.

"V!®' <:oiTect Run Number disc
them i" 0=P°t. pla«.
,e„mn snd of car, andleturn same to Rack when car is run in.

31. Conversa
tion with
Driver.

32. Rear Cabin.

33. Running
Cards.

34. Running to
time.

In no circumstance may the Driver and the Con
ductor be absent simultaneously from a car which
is in traffic.

On no account are unauthorised persons allowed
access to the driving cabin while the car is in
service. The only persons allowed in the driving
cabin are probationers undergoing instruction and
the Traffic and Technical Officers of the Board.

In no circumstances may the Conductor converse
with the Driver whilst the car is in motion. If it
should be necessary to speak to him, the car must
fi rst be brought to a standstill.

Passengers, other than employees with passes, are
not to be permitted to ride in the rear cabin.

A Conductor must—

35. Car Running
Journals.

(1) Obtain his Running Card from the Office on
taking up duty, and return it in good con
dition to the Office at the end of his day's
work;

(2) Always carry a Running Time Point Sheet,
and check the running of the car at each
terminus and time point.

(3) Report full particulars of every detention of
longer than two minutes on Special Day Re
port Form, giving position of car at time, and
whether on "up" or "down" track, the exact
time of stopping and starting again, also
lines and numbers of other cars concerned, if
any, or names of trackmen or linesmen,
should they cause the detention.

Every Driver and Conductor must—
(1) Have a watch which, by frequent comparison,

shall agree with the standard time of the
road.

(2) Take his position at least one minute before
starting time, and start on time.

(3) Use every endeavour to run on time, avoid
ing all possible delay in service and at termini,
having all regard to public safety.

No excuse will be accepted for leaving a terminus
or time point ahead of time, and only a reasonable
excuse for leaving behind time.

Each Driver must endeavour to maintain the time
table, but the car must not be run faster down any
grade than it can be driven up the same grade.

Each Driver must clearly enter on the Car Run
ning Journal all details required thereby.

J
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36

10 11

. Time
Recorders
and Keys

37. Destination
Signs and
Route
Numbers.

38. Car and
Head Lights,

39. Look-out for
Passengers.

40. Excess
Passengers.

Each Conductor will be supplied with a Recoi der42. Stopping (1)
.  urhi^li *.« . • PlacesKey, which he must cnrry "with him vvhilsl he is

41. Heavy
Traffic.

m charge of a car. Immediately on arrival at an
mtermediate Recorder Clock, the Conductor or
Unver must, in accordance with local notice, regis
ter the time by turning the key till the bell rings,

of returned to the Office at completion
Any Conductor or Driver losing or damaging a

Key whilst in his possession will be charged the
cost of replacement or repair to same.
The Driver will be held responsible for the cor-

rect destination sign and route number being shown
at the ̂ nving end of the car, and the Conductor

number " rear-end signs and
Driver must see that the correct auxiliary

destination signs are exhibited on the car.
Drivers and Conductors must not examine or ad-

just Route Numbers, nor Drivers the Destination
bigns, whilst the car is in motion.
Conductors must see that car lights are switched

on when needed. Drivers must switch over head
lights when changing ends.

A  Conductor must always KEEP
look-out for intending pas-

o JtL JMUJdRS•

.  persons are observed coming in the direction of the track, a plain signal with the hand should '
be m^e by the Driver or the Conductor to indicate
that they are seen, and as an enquiry "do you want i
the car?" Special care must be used at each
terminus, whenever the car is stopped, to look well
around for passengers before starting.
When seats and standing room are fully occu

pied, or a car is running late and is followed closely
iT car to the same destination, the carshould not be stopped to pick up more passengers,
unless others wish to alight. If obliged to pass in
tending passengers, the Driver should call out, or
otherwise indicate clearly that the car is full, or is
closely followed by another car. Care must first be

former circumstances, to seethat there is not room for such passengers on the
C3.r»

When a Driver has had occasion to run past pas
sengers, full particulars must be furnished on a
Special Day Report.
When cars are massed for heavy traffic, Drivers

and Conductors should endeavour to fill up the
front car first, calling out "Take front car, please."

43. When to
I  stop.

44. Passengers
Boarding and
Alighting.

A car must—

(a) Be brought to a dead stop at stopping
place where any person wishes to board or
alight;

(b) Stop at compulsory stopping places" or
other places provided for in special instrpc-
tions;

(c) Not be stopped so as to block cross streets
or cross walks;

(d) Where possible, stop so that the steps are
immediately opposite persons waiting to
board;

(e) Always be stopped with the front of car
slightly over the building line of cross or
side streets, except when track stop marks
or other instructions or indications exist;

(f) Never be stopped on a sharp curve except in
case of emergency;

(g) Always stop at indicated compulsory stops
when approaching railway crossings, and
must not proceed until the signals and
points are in its favor and the gates are
open to tramway traffic;

(h) Be brought to a standstill not less than two
feet from a stationary car in front.

The last car on any route must, if necessary,
stop between the ordinary stopping places to
allow an intending passenger to board.
Any car passing a suburban theatre at a time
when the audience is leaving must stop and
wait sufficiently long to enable all intending
passengers to board the car.

When required by passengers, a Conductor must
give the signal to stop the car at any recognised
stopping place, and must see that the car does stop.
A passenger is permitted to give the signal to
stop by pulling the bell cord once, and must not
be reprimanded by an employee for doing so.
Should a passenger give notice to stop when a car
is too close to a stopping place to permit of the
car being stopped at such point, he should be told
that it will be stopped at the next stopping place,
and warned to wait until it does stop. Should a
bell be given in time to stop at a stopping place, and
the speed indicate that the car is not going to stop,
Conductor must give the pause bell.
Drivers and Conductors must never beckon or ask

anyone to board or alight from a car while it is in
motion.

(2)

(3)
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45. Officers

Boarding
Cars.

46. Call out
Stopping
Places, etc.

47. C all out at
.functions
with other
Koutes.

48. Connecting
Routes and
Railway
Stations.

49. Politeness
and assistance
to

passengers

50. Window and
Weather
Blinds to
be regulated.

L

A  always be brought to
BOA^^ PASSENGERS TO
CHTT WOMEN ANDCHILDREN MUST, if POSSIBLE RE PRE

sfoPS^° from DOING SO UNTIL THE CAR*
eiven Traffic

to d" so between stops if they desire
A Conductor must call out distinctly—

Th! of tbe car, when necessary;
Approached;

(3) The end of each section as it is reached;
(4) Terminus, when approaching it.

other rout7^ intersections with
- 'Hat a„

.  giving the name of the connecting route.

of^£rrnn?/®f- exercised to note the arriva
all and to pick ur

hefd Lw ̂ fc n^nst be

transfer ^ "cental note of
on arrivll transfer points, and,
cAnnec ini car Conductor of a
Sq? 9^ the case mdy be. .

each otSr for
cated by theloca? .^oSces" '"'--p'-ps indi-

Drivers and Conductors must always be oolite

SfrpLsrAf.e'?^'^'"^ passengers. ,An unreason-
but 5^"®® annoyance and difficulties,
fi, • circumstances the employees must keectheir tempers and say as little as pLsibiT ^
Passengers must be given every assistance

especially ladies with children or luggage cripples'

^ Cond^u?to\'muTre:
Hoil^ rnn ' ̂  passengcr's right to ask questions concerning routes, fares, etc., and he must
answer in a cheerful and accommodating manner
Unnecessary conversation should be avoided.

°  nationalities must be treatedwith courtesy and attention by employees.
blinds in the open portion of car on the

The feet must not be used for adjusting blinds.

51, Side Bar.s or
Barriers.

52. Sales to
Passengers
prohibited.

53. Begging,
Collecting,
Selling
Papers.

54. No Imprope
Conduct, or
Offensive
Person to be
allowed on

Cars.

(2)

(3)

(4)

Car windows, blinds or shutters must also be
raised or lowered according to weather conditions,
or as passengers desire. It is the Conductor s duty
to attend to these, and should some passenger desire
blinds, etc., drawn up and others desire them down,
the Conductor must adjust them according to the
convenience of the majority of passengers.
The shutter at front of certain types of cars

(behind Drivers) must be down in daylight and up
at night.

Side barriers must always be kept down on the
"off" side of a car in motion. Barriers on both
sides are to be raised at termini only whilst the car
is stationary, and are not to be altered by un
authorised persons.

Employees must not—
(1) Give or offer any article other than Tramway

tickets or time tables for sale to passengers;

Induce passengers in any way to buy any
thing or attend any sports, entertainments,
lectures, meetings, etc.;

Ask passengers to sign any petition or give
any vote;

Collect from passengers for any charitable or
other object.

Drivers and Conductors, whilst on the tram must
not permit—

(1) Beggars to solicit alms, or any person to col
lect for charities or other objects;

(2) Any person to solicit passengers to sign peti
tions or other documents or to canvass them
upon any subject;

(3) Boys to sell or sort newspapers;

(4) The distribution of advertising
notices or their posting;

(5) Musical instruments to be played.
If any of these things be done while a Conductor

is off the car in pursuit of his duties, he must, on
his return, warn the offender, remove any advertise
ments or notices, if posted, and report particulars.

A Conductor must avoid taking any intoxicated
person as a passenger, and must not allow improper
language or conduct on a car.
(1) If a passenger—

(a) Behaves with gross impropriety;
(b) Is drunk and an annoyance to others;
(c) Uses obscene, insulting or offensive

language;

cards or

J
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55. Standing on
Seats not to
be allowed.

56. Spitting
on floors
prohibited.

57. Ladies to be
protected.

58. Offences on
Cars.
Action to be
taken.

(d) Refuses to cease from drinking intoxi
cating liquor; ®

Sfolh'. interferes with the comfort ofany other passenger;

he ?han pnid shall be forfeited, and

(2) If a passenger—
(a) Is unable to take care of himself;

pnasengers as

oSl P' n disgusting
the Dr^offeleH"''?^ 5^!'^' refunded (if
the r'efull witnesses of
toutTh aTf^l?ow°s:^"=''> "=

passenger to a'hghTfgivlim' request such
In the oveMl,f i^^etufsf"!™ request).

" T"he"L""°'' '°T '" ahStely nefefsSf'■occurrence™mus1"L''ou"^'l witnesses of thereportS inrrUing!
mitted"to';jlu'"t5.efr'to'et'on'o^^^^ t"*!!' P-et on, or stand on the seats.

15

sphting™' toe flo™'of r™ " ""servedpolitelf not to d^so Lf "r Platforms. Ask him
ifs—

!SSEj=ii=H!~=i
mde of the circumstances. In eross caqp«5

a^Pc.1:^'^inS=- .iven°lXVget
peJ^^n^-in^^chlfe'To^to^e^i^olL-^^rXoVd"
sh^uMTequeJt''th"e''Tonstabre "■•K-'^^h""."'" nn^l an'°ln:r=ctor:rn te■  Tins Inspector will proceed with the Con-

59. Smoking by
Passengers.

60. Children in
Smoking
Compart
ments.

62. Dusters.

63. Lubricants
on Cars.

65. Tar on Cars
or track.

Stable aird the passenger to the Police Station and
sign the charge sheet. If an Inspector is not avail
able, any Officer of the Board should be called upon
to act.

In the case where a passenger commits an offence
In the presence of a Constable, it will not be neces
sary for an employee of the Board to sign the
charge sheet.

Smoking by passengers is to be permitted only in
Smoking Compartments of cars.

Unless acc^pMj^^^ an adult, no child under
the age of 5*JS&e'yekrs nor scholar travelling at
concession fare rates is to be permitted to ride in
the Smokers' compartment of any car.

61. Scholars not
to occupy
seats.

Scholars travelling at concession fare rates must
not be permitted to occupy seats whilst adult pas
sengers are unable to obtain seating accommodation.

Dusters are provided for the use of traffic em
ployees, and must always be carried when on duty,
and used as required. They must not be hung up
in the cars. Any man not producing a duster when
called upon to do so will be supplied with another,
for which a charge will be made.

A Conductor, when passing through a car, should
look for any defect, such as tacks or screws, etc.,
projecting, which may tear passengers' clothes.
'Prompt' steps should be taken to remedy such
defects.

Oil, grease or other lubricants must not be per
mitted on any part of a car where they might soil
or damage the clothes of passengers.

64. Dangerous
and Awkward
Goods
forbidden.

Passengers must not be permitted to take upon a
car any goods which are of a dangerous nature
(e.g., plates of glass, saws, pots of paint, tins of
petrol, etc.), or those which are liable to damage
the fittings of the car or the clothing of passengers.

Bicycles and perambulators, other than children's
folding carriages, must be refused. Pieces of tim
ber, iron pipes, etc., which project beyond the car,
must also be refused, and are not to be carried on
the steps of cars.

No passenger is to be allowed to carry any article
in such a position as to inconvenience any other
passenger.

Drivers and Conductors must keep a careful look
out for tar thrown on the car by passing vehicles,
or in any other way, and, if possible, wipe it off
Fit once. If they cannot remove it cleanly, they
should report the matter at the first opportunity.

J



Should men in charge of cars notice at any time
rL'i tar on the track "r
r^rc ♦t?'' tracked into the
as^nn^ must report the fact, with the Jocation,as soon as possible.

proceed cautiously where tar orbitumen has been applied to the track.

other anrmals. tram car irp?oLted°by the Boa^'d'^s^^y^lL^"
67. Windows

broken.
When n window is broken by a passenger or anv

concerSS^ and^^r addresses of personsthe mXr bm witnesses must be obtained and
wfndow '■

®®R"Snity to^tSy'X^ry"o?=tl!'='lo"?r oft= ll'for. property o? passeLe™ l"!'. ?"=°"property of passengers or cl"herpe?sors ?a"s°

69. Persona not
to ride on
Buffers of
Cars.

ed by
whth'S?¥o"^; p" "-'e"sn^ls"a"n"'fo?wnicn the Board may be held liable.

fer^ o cars f ^he buf-
warned their ^^^er beingand re^or^ld addresses must be taken

70. Nothing to
be attached
to Cars.

71. Lost
Property.

bicyciror^otL^°"'l"''*,°''® truck.li or drawn to be attached'to, or drawn behind or at the side of any car.
the car on arrival

prootJtl lefri,""®' charge of any parcels orjLnd sLi! possiblehand same to the Revenue Clerk or Officer in
Wh^ the Depot to which he is attached. i

the trfn ®PP^i5®tion IS made for an article duringPnni ^ which It IS found, but not later, and the
nerfcv^of'^^h'® satisfied that such article is the pro-j?erir f 1 • returned after aweipt bearing the address of the applicant and the
name and address of a witness has been obtained.

®  1^'i responsible for all articlesfound by or handed to them unless the above regu
lation is complied with.

72. Gongs and
Unnecessary
Noise.

should not be sounded unnecessarily-When passing a church during hours of Divine
bervice, a hospital or a Law Court, Drivers must
not use power nor sound gong unless absolutel/ i
necessary.

Gongs must not be sounded at junctions or inter-1

73. Sound Gong
before
Departure
from a
Terminus.

74. Gong out of
order.
Light
defective.

75. Entering
Curves.

76, Track to be
cleared.

77. Vehicles
blocking
Track.

78. Governor's
Carriage.

IT

sections for the purpose of speeding up a decision
of the Point Constables or Signalmen.

Drivers must sound the gong a few seconds be
fore departure from a terminus as a warning to
intending passengers that car is about to depart.

When the gong is out of order, or the car lights
will not burn, the car is to be run cautiously to the
nearest place at which the defect can be remedied
or a change-over obtained.

Before entering curves, Drivers must be very
careful to SEE THAT THE TRACK IS QUITE
CLEAR, and that no person or vehicle is likely to
impede the car after it has entered the curve.

When cars are delayed through the track being
blocked, all employees present must assist to clear
away the obstruction.

If, for any reason, objection is made to the im
mediate removal of the obstruction, or should those
responsible cause unnecessary delay, they are to be
informed that the tram service must not be held up.
and that the track must be cleared at once, other
wise they are rendering themselves liable to a
prosecution for an offence under the Tramways Act.

If necessary, the Board's employees should take
charge and clear the track at once, permitting no
interference (except by the Board's Officers or
Police) in discharge of this duty.

Should any person impede them, the crew of the
fi rst car blocked must take his name and address,
also the names and addresses of witnesses, and
report. If necessary, they may give the offender in
charge to a Constable under Clauses 117 and 118 of
the Tramways Act. on a charge of obstructing them
in the execution of their duty. In such cases, the
Board accepts all responsibility for the reasonable
acts of its employees.

If the driver of a vehicle does not leave the track
at once when signalled to do so, his name and
address should be taken and witnesses obtained, and
if he persists in obstructing, he should be given in
charge to the nearest Constable.

All such cases are to be reported in writing, and,
in cases of arrest, report is to be made immediately
at the nearest office of the Board, or to the first
Inspector met.

The Governor-General's and State Governor's
carriages and escorts must always be given the right
of way, and cars are to be stopped, if necessary, to
allow them to pass.

J



79. Funerals
CrosainK
Track.

80. Fire
Engines,
Fires, etc.

81. Bell
Signals.

82. BeiJ
rear.

83. Bells not to
be interfered
with.

84. Signals to
start.

85. Giving
Starting
Signals.

18

When a funeral is crossing the track, cars must
be stopped to allow the haai'se and raourning
coaches to pass.

Right of way must be given to Fire Engines and
other fire-fighting apparatus, and Drivers must stop86. Starting
when requested by firemen to do so. A car must Signals,
never stop in front of or very near to a fire.
traffic is suspended, all cars must be kept at least
100 yards from the fire or crowd. The Depot must!
be notified immediately of the stoppage.
In cases where Fire Engines are leaving anyi

Fire Station to proceed to a fire, and such station i
IS on a tram route, warning will be given by attii
employee of the station concerned. He will stand
in the centre of the roadway and signal' cars to
stop. This signal is to be obeyed by tram crews,
and cars are not to proceed until all is clear. 87 Cars
(a) From Conductor to Driver—Hand Bell— slowing

One stroke—Stop at next stop. down.
One stroke, pause, one stroke—Make service
stop at once; commonly called "Pause;
Bell."

Two strokes—Go ahead. aa

— (Emergency stop . junctions &
Four strokes, with a pause between second Crossin^s.^
and third strokes—Car full, do not stop to (a) Automatic
pick up. j Signals.

Fcom Driver to Conductor—Gong— I
One stroke, when car is in motion—Apply
brake immediately.

One stroke, when stopped—Release rear hand i
brake. !

Three strokes—Come forward. i
Four strokes—Attend to trolley. i

A Conductor must never ring the rear bell of a 1car for any purpose whatever. j
Drivers and Conductors must not deaden the

sound of bells in any way.

A Driver must not start unless the correct signal
sure that all is clear. THE

SIGNAL TO START IS TWO BELLS.
A Cond^tor must never accept a signal to start

irom the Driver, and must keep his hands off the
bell cord until he sees for himself that all pas
sengers are safely on or off the car. The signal
to start must not be given in a hurried manner.
When a Conductor has gone forward for the pur

pose of signalling the car over a junction or an

ifl

intersection, he must, before giving the signal, see
that no one is getting on or off tlie car, or is about
to do so, and the Driver must look in the rear
vision mirror and satisfy himself that all is clear.
When a car is stopped, the Conductor will, when

all is clear, signal the Driver to proceed. The
Driver, if ready to start, must acknowledge the sig
nal with two taps of the gong. If unable to pro
ceed immediately upon receipt of the signal, the
Driver must wait for another "Go ahead signal
before starting the car.
If a passenger wishes to alight or board car after

the start signal is given, Conductor must at once
give pause bell, but should the passenger be in a
position of danger, the emergency stop must be
given and the passenger warned.
If for any reason, a car slows down until almost

• stopped, the Driver must not speed up again until
he has received the "go ahead" signal from the Con-
ductor. After speed is slackened, the Conductor
must give starting signal as soon as it is safe to
do so.

At intersections where automatic signal are in
operation, the signal lights control all traffic, both
pedestrian and vehicular, including trams. Each
signal consists of three lights, RED, YELLOW and
GREEN.

RED: "Stop."
GREEN: "Go."

YELLOW: This light indicates that a change of
signal is being made from Red to Green, or vice
versa.

For Example: Immediately after the Red signal
has been shown, the Yellow light is switched on five
seconds before the change to Green is made, as a
"Get ready to go" warning.
Immediately after the Green light has been

shown, the Yellow light is switched on five seconds
before the change to Red is made, as a warning that
traffic approaching the intersection must not pass
the stop mark, and that traffic which has already
started to cross must clear as quickly as practicable.

Drivers are to exercise special ca^, AND START
TO CROSS ONLY WHEN THE GREEN LIGHT
IS SHOWING. Should the light change from
GREEN TO YELLOW after a car has sorted
from the stopmark and has proceeded beyond the
buildine line, the car is to continue across and
clear the intersection. If, however, the front of
car has NOT passed the building line, the car must
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(b) Signals by
•p Hand,

Cc) Signals by
Whistle.

be stopped immediately and held until the GREEN
light is again showing.
The GREEN signal "GO" is NOT compulsory

for trams. PASSENGERS MUST BE PICKED
UP AND SET DOWN AT THE SAFETY

before cars START ACROSS THE
INTERSECTION.
In the event of any of the signals becoming de

tective, a constable will take charge, and his signals
are to be observed in the usual way.
At cross streets or curves where Conductors go

torward to signal their cars, they are to take up the
same position as a Police Pointsman or Tramway
Signalman, that is:—

Stand at the centre of the intersection, just to the
lett of and facing across the track on which car is
proceeding. The Conductor is to then extend his
lett arm as a signal against oncoming traffic in the
cross street, and signal his own car forward by

night"® " handkerchief at
SIGNALS BY WHISTLE:

signals are given by whistles, they will

ONE LONG BLAST—ALL CARS to be stopped
INSTANTLY.

TWO SHORT BLASTS—Follow car in front
over the crossing.

This signal will be repeated for every car which
IS required to follow on over the crossing.

"follow-on" signal isgiven, the Driver and Conductor of the second car
must look at once to see if the siErnalman is
BECKONING WITH HIS HAND OR FLAG to
them to follow-on over the crossing. If this is not
being done, the whistle signal is given only for cars
on the other track. If the same signal is repeated
tor another car to proceed, men in charge must
observe the same procedure and so on for every
follow-on car signalled to cross.

(b) To gua^ against accidents, when this signal
IS given, the Driver of each "follow-on" car must,
before starting, sound his gong as a warning to
persons and drivers of vehicles waiting to cross,
and, after startmg, sound it again until he has
passed them.

1. Be sure of
Correct

Signals
before
Starting.

90. Officers'
and Police
Signals.

91. Right-of-
way at Intof-
sectionH.

92. Timing or
GOING for
ward at
Junctions or
Intersections.

SI

At junctions, curves and Intere^tions where
signalmen, policemen or automatic signals are em
ployed, Conductors must not give the bells to start
until the proper signal is shown.
Before entering curves or points, or crossing

other tracks, the proper signal to proceed must be
received by the Driver.' Even when a Conductor
is on the car and has given the bells to start, the
Driver must see for himself that the proper signal
is shown before he does start. After starting c
must look again to see that the signal has not been
changed, and, if it has, stop at once.
A Driver must not accept flash signals, but must

see that they are full, clear and distinct before
obeying them.

A Driver must avoid mistaking lights shown by
vehicles, etc., for a signalman's lamp signals.
NO EXCUSE WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR

STARTING BEFORE THE Pf
IS SHOWN, and Driver and Conductor will be held
equally responsible in the case of an accident.
When Police on duty at junctions or

signal cars to stop, they must be stopped promptly,
even if other signals show * all clear.
When an Officer of the Board is on duty at any

intersection, his instruction must be observed
regarding the number of cars which are to proceed
over the intersection when the road is opened.
Should more than one car be stationary on the

same track at an intersection where no Automatic
Signal, Signalman, or Policeman is operating, cars
must not follow over if another car is waiting to
cross their line. One up and one down car on the
same line may take the intersection together, but
R.O.W. must be given alternately.

(a) When cars on different lines arrive simul
taneously at certain junctions or intersections
covered by Local Notice, Drivers or Conduc
tors, as the case may be, will compare times.

(b) If it is necessary to leave the car in order to
do 80, the Conductor must go forward for the
purpose and the R.O.W. must be immediately
given to the car which is timed to pass first.

(c) The Conductor must, before giving the signal,
^  look carefully to see that no person is gettmg

on or off the car or about to do so. watching
the step till the car is in motion.

J
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Driver to
TAKE SiRTialH
from oFu
Eondr. otily.

Errors in
Signals to he
reportGd.

93. Right of way
at Junctions,
CurvGH, and
Loops.

Conductor of a car, not having the
.O.W., finds that the' Conductor of a car on'

another line is coming forward to signal his car
traes has agreed that an-

other car has the R.O.W., he must walk back
to prevent confusion in signal-

s^naUs taLn;°'' " -"otorman if the wrong
that each Driver

only, Conductor

S aiven ' at junctions or intersections are
fulhf V is to be reportedfully on Special Day Report Fonns.

94. Automatic
Point

Controllers.

simultaneously at junctions
U>cai Signalmen or Police, or by
tion nn tho' -^^,5 travelling in any direc-
R OW Straight track shall have the
the straight'traJk'" to or from
wJirwill"b ^ <="rvea c2 oi th. u" Straight track,

^ng^HVVc^^^ track wait-
make a points ready to
Sear mil! turn as soon as the line is
the onnossit#. until the one on
curved^tr= S straight track has crossed thecurved track and drawn level with his own

be

inne?c?rve ® °"="' ='°>' tbe
'"Ck, the

allow S^ fi, R. return to it toallow the other car through.

arf Controllers
stricffy'owVedf-- instructions must be

?^°P the compulsory stop
f2'» Sfrc f the points.

frr. fn »c the straight track
?n^ fi, f °"t® otfy ftnni leav-
laft t ® ?P ^ntil the line con-wctor has been cleared.
Cars to continue on the straight track when
vmg ̂ op mark are to use power, but are
cut oft before passing under the line con

tactor, and coast until the car has passed it.

(3)

J95. Waiting
on Loops.

96. Telephone
Boxes and
Keys.

97. Shunting.

(4)

(5)

(6)

No car is to pass the compulsory stop mark
until the preceding car has cleared the points.

No car is to remain stationary in such a posi
tion that its trolley pole is touching any por
tion of the overhead line contactor. In the
event of a car being blocked in such a posi
tion that its trolley pole is making contact
with the overhead contactor, the trolley pole
must be lowered or the car moved back
pnti) the trolley wheel is dear o£ the con
tactor.

In the event of the automatic point shifter
failing to function, or developing trouble of
any kind. "Control" must be notified by
'phone at once, and the points should be
shifted by hand with a point bar until repairs
are effected.

Cars to take the curve must pass under the line
contactor with power ON, using one notch only.
Cars on the straight track must pass under the

line contactor with power OFF.
The speed of cars for both tracks must not

exceed 3 miles per hour whilst passing under the
line contactor and through the points.
A Driver, when waiting on a loop for the pur

pose of allowing a car coming from the opposite
direction to pass, must stop his car in the centre
of the loop, except when cars are running double
division, in which case the leading car must, if
necessary, move forward to permit both cars to
stand clear of fouling points.
TELEPHONES ARE TO BE HANDLED

CAREFULLY. Telephone defects must be re
ported immediately from the nearest effective tele
phone.

All telephone boxes are fitted with standard locks,
and each driver must carry a key when on duty.
Care must be taken to see that boxes are locked
after use.

When cars are due to shunt at any intermediate
crossover, the following instructions must be car
ried out, and the greatest care taken at all times
to prevent accidents:—

(1) The Driver of a through car must, on ap
proaching an intermediate crossover, see if
any car is stationary on the opposite track in
a position to use Uie crossover. If any car
is so placed, the Driver must stop and Con
ductors of both cars must compare times to



98. StoppinRat
Turn-Outs.

99. Track Stop
Marks.

2I.

see which is due to leave first.

(2) The right of way belongs to the car which is
due to leave first, but if both cars are due to
leave at the same time, the right of way
shall be given to the car on the through track.

101. Driving
from Rear
End.

(3) The Conductor of a car due to shunt as above,
must proceed to the other track, and, if any
approaching car is within three pole spans,
warn the Driver of such car by holding up his
hand. On arrival of the approaching car.
Conductors must compare times as stated in
(I). If there is no car within the distance
stated, Conductor should signal his Driver to
proceed through the shunt.

102.^ Cars
Pollowing.

(4) The Driver of a car shunting at a crossover
must not proceed if there is a car approach
ing on the same track within three poles'
length, until such car has been brought to a
standstill.

When coming to a stop on a double line to allow
a car coming off a single line to pass, a Driver must
be careful not to overrun the fouling mark in the
track provided for the purpose.

104. Running
through
"Water.

Cars must not be brought to a stop opposite one
another, but stop head to head, except where
separate stop signs ar-j provided.

105. Fog,
Tr^k stopmarks must be observed as follows, Mist, etc.

cars being brought to a standstill with the front i
ot the car exactly at the mark:—

ONE^ FULL ROW, extending across the track
point at which a COM:-

PULSORY STOP is to be observed by every car.

one half row, extending from the LEFT
the vicinity of a loop or crossover, denotes

the point to which a car may proceed without foul
ing another car which may be using the loop or
crossover.

ONE HALF ROW. extending from the LEFT
ATT. af ant, Zi.

106. Speed near
Terminus.

RAIL at any point in the straight track, or
appro

ICQ. Running on
* Wrong

Trftck,

aching a curve, denotes the point at which the "| 07 Use of
standstill when making a v Hand Brake.

PROVISIONAL STOP at that place.

Running on wrong track is forbidden, except 108. Overhead
under special inatructiops. Line.

25

Driving from rear end of car is forbidden except
under special instructions.

When running at greater than half speed a
car must be kept at least three poles' intervals
(about 120 yards) behind the car ahead.

103. Speed
passing Slow
Down Discs
and over
Crossings,
Curves,
Switches,
and Pacing
Points.

When a car ahead is slowing down or has
stopped, the Driver of the following car must re
duce his speed, and proceed with extreme caution,
bringing his car to a standstill not less than two
feet from the car ahead.

Cars passing Slow Down Discs or over Cross
ings, Curves, Switches, and Facing Points, must not
exceed the speed as shown hereunder:—

A. Slow Down Discs, 'Trailing Points, Crossovers
and Crossings, 10 miles per hour.

B. Curves, Facing Points, Crossovers, and Turn
outs with Facing Points, 6 miles per hour.

If a car has to be run through flood water, this
must be done slowly and, if possible, without power.
If power must be used, series running notch must
not be exceeded.

Refrain, if possible, from using resistance notches
under these circumstances.

When, by reason of fog, mist or rain, the Driver's
vision is obscured, or at any time or place when the
track lighting or car headlight is not effective, the
speed of the car must be reduced sufficiently to
make possible a stop within a distance not greater
than the range of vision.

•In'^such_Gi|:cumBtanoes,'^^^4a:^S,^cr-een—int:^Coin
di-ihe^riyJn8£r^abm--miust^be^en(ti^pen aad<the
gpng'^und'efl freqCehtlyr
If unable to identify the locality, the car must be

stopped and the Conductor go forward to ascertain
its position.

Cars must be run slowly when nearing a terminus,
and the Driver must take every precaution not to
over-run the stop mark, and to avoid collisions and
derailments.

The hand brake must be used to bring the car to
a stop when approaching certain termini and rail
way crossings, governed by Local Notice.

Each Driver must make himself familiar with the
general arrangement of the overhead lines of the
routes on which he operates.

A
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109. TroU«y. When running out of Depot, the Driver will be
responsible for transferring the rear pole from
troughing to overhead wire. He must also see that
the front pole is properly secured under the hook.

It v. Is«« «A. t. -

Action In cases
of Trolley Wire
Breakages.

Amended In
structions as
from 2nd June,

1938.

"In the event of a break oeourring in the irolley-wire the
following procedure must be followed by the first crew arriving
at the scene of the breakage:—

(1) The Conductor must immediately notify Control by
track 'phone 30 or 117, or P.M.G. 'phone F3279, giving the
location of the breakage, after which he must then advise
the nearest Depot.

(2) If the broken wire is hanging so as to endanger trams,
other vehicles or pedestrians, both Driver and Conductor must
take up a position, one on each side of the "break," and warn
people of the danger until the arrival of the Overhead Tov/er
Wagon or some authorised person from the Chief Engineer's
Department.

Any person coming in contact with a live wire, whether it be
a trolley wire, lighting wire or other wire, is to be freed from
it as Quickly as possible by the follotving moans:—
The Driver must quickly obtain a dry board such as a motor
hatchway, and by standing on the board and using a dry
coat or thickly folded paper with which to hold the wire,
bring the mre in contact with the rail, and maintain the
oonlaot whilst the injured person is being removed.
After the person is removed from contact the wire should bo
treated as being 'alive.'

NOTE: Shorting of the trolley wire deliberately to the rail
shomd only be done when it is necessary to prevent injury
to human life."

the overhead or the sound fromtop of car will also indicate that pole is off.

to notice that

sio-mi T?r- 4.^^ he must at once
the pol? P""

110. Span
Wires.

entering a curve through points, a car
must be run without power and held to a steady

Stn the Driver hears the trolley wheel drop
JUiim ®c then accelerate to a maxi-
Ten n%otia?ed """"

Conductor must attend to the trolleycord when passing through special work, raUway
^ tj curvcs. The trolley

f 1 T Po^® ®an be pulled downimmediately if it leaves the wire. The speed of

'poTnts'""'' ' P" "hen pass-

111. Passing
I  Section

Insulators,
etc.

Conductor must see that passengers do
not interfere with the trolley cord, and that it has
iree play. In no circumstances may a Conductoi

passenger to hold the cord for him, or
allow children to change the trolley at termini.

113, Power
off Line,

(e) The Conductor must always change trolley
pole before car is backed into a curve, siding or
through a crossover. A car must not be run with
the trolley pole in the wrong direction, except under
special instructions.

(f) The Conductor must not remove the trolley
from the wire at the end of trip, or elsewhere, at
night until passengers have entered or alighted from
the car. With two-pole cars, the second pole must
be placed on wire before the other pole is lowered.

(g) The Conductor must keep a close watch on
trolley wheel. If sparking, or if continually leav
ing the wire, he must report same to first Officer
met, and at first opportunity, telephone Depot.
(h) After a car arrives at a terminus or the end

of a rim, the Driver must place the pole on the
overhead at the end from which he has been driving,
and the Conductor will lower the pole which has
been in use and securely fasten it under the hook.
Cord must be tied to grab rail.
(0 At Depots or Pick-up points. Drivers and

Conductors will be responsible for poles being in
correct position as per Clause (h).

•

(j) All trolley cords are adjusted to the proper
length, and Drivers and Conductors are strictly for
bidden to tie knots or otherwise interfere with the
length of these cords.

112. Circuit
I  Breaker

or Contactor
Switch

Span wires are frequently broken by cars being
run at excessive speeds through special work, and
Conductors failing to look after trolley pole. Every
care must be taken in this respect. Broken span
wires must be reported immediately by telephone,
and in writing at completion of shift.

When passing an overhead frog, section insulator
or crossing, the Driver must place the coptroller
handle at "off" position.

Section insulators are indicated by a white disc
bearing the words "Cut off."

A Circuit Breaker or Contactor Switch must not
be opened until controller handle is in the "off"
position, unless it is impossible to place controller
handle in the "off" position while power is on. In
this case, if there is time, the Driver must signal the
Conductor to pull down the trolley pole. Switches
must be opened by hand only.

(a) When power is off the overhead line, the con
troller handle is to be placed to th^. "off" position,
the car stopped, and the light switch turned on. If
the power is off for more than two minutes, the

J
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Power

Failing to be
Reported.

Starting
Cars after a

Block.

114. Disabled
Cars.

115. Fire on
Car.

116. Derail
ment.

Depot must be notified. After power is again avail
able, and lights are burning brightly, all "up" car?
must wait 20 seconds and "down" cars one minutt
before starting. A controller must not be operated
beyond series position for at least 60 seconds aftci
car has started.

(b) When the overhead power is off at night, and
the car is in a dark locality, the Driver must proted
the car by standing on the track at the front end'
the Conductor protecting the rear end in lik'
manner.

(c) Should there be loss of power owing to '
defective car causing trouble at the Sub-station, th'
Driver must at once report to the Depot that his ca'
is giving trouble, and arrange for a change-over
stating time, route, and where change-over car i'
required.

(d) After a traffic block, cars must be started on'
at a time, Driver must wait until the car ahead ha'
moved at least a distance of one (1) pole span.
(a) Either the Driver or the Conductor of a dis

abled car withdrawn from traffic must remain witt
the car until relieved by proper authority, or unt^
car reaches Depot.

(b) Should a car develop a defect which maf
cause danger or alarm, all passengers must be tranS'
ferred to the next car for the same destination. ^ferred to the next car for the same destination,
car must not, in the event of partial disablement, h'
driven from the rear end, except by special direction
of a senior Officer. i

(c) Should the air brake become defective, tbj
car must be driven to the nearest Depot, the han®
brake being used for the purpose of reducing spec^
or stopping car, special care being taken to avoi»
accidents.

If a fire should occur on a car, the Conduct^'
must see that all passangers leave the car promptly
pull down the trolley pole, and, with the DrivC
endeavour to extinguish the fire with sand or wate^':
Unless absolutely necessary, trap doors must not b'l
pulled up until a fire is out.

In the event of a car being derailed whilst ^
service, arrangements are to be made for the car t'
be run into Depot and a change-over made.
Should the derailment, however, not be of a vefl

serious nature, in order that passengers may not I?
inconvenienced, the car is to be run to the termini'
destination before proceeding to Depot
In the case of a bad derailment, the local Offi^'

117. Change-
overa.

118. Driver
Disabled.

120. Inspection
of Cars and
Reporting
Defects.

121. Housing
Cars.

is to be telephoned to at once, and a statement
made ol car number and position and nature of
derailment.

ALL DERAILMENTS must be reported in writ
ing at completion of shift.

When it is necessary to change-over a car on the
road, the Depot must be advised of the time, route
anyplace where the change-over is required. The
change-over car must be in a position close to the
defective car before passengers are requested to
change.

Should the Driver be disabled or become suddenly
ill while driving, and the car continue running, the
Conductor must cut off power, apply the brake, and
then proceed to Driver's assistance.

119. Emergency
Brake.

If a car is noticed to be travelling too fast down
bill, or running backwards, the Conductor must im
mediately apply hand brake at rear end.

During the day. Drivers and Conductors must
make frequent and thorough inspections of their
cars, reporting any slight defect to the Relief Crew,
or serious defect affecting the safe working of a
car, to the Officer in charge. When berthing cars,
defects must be entered in the Car Report Book.

Drivers must consult the "Car Housing Board"
before running cars into Depot, and berth their
cars in accordance with the directions thereon.

When berthing a car, the Driver must—

(1) (a) Operate car from leading end only.
(b) Drive at a speed not exceeding 4 m.p.h.,

with front pole secured under hook, and
rear pole in trailing position.

Before leaving car—
(2) (a) Put all switches to "Off" position;

(b) Release brakes;

(c) Have valve handle and sand punch on
front of car ready to leave shed;

(d) Remove reverse handle, and place it on
top of the controller at outward end of
car.

(3) Place Auxiliary Destination Signs and Run
Number Discs in the Racks provided for the
purpose,

J
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130. Intoxicants.

122. Car
Indicator
Boards.

123. Reports,
When and
How to
Make Out.

(1) A brass disc is provided for every ear t.
Depot.

(2) This disc must be on the board showing tbj
location of the car. '

(3) When running out or berthing cars,
must place disc on board in the position wbi'!
will correctly indicate the location of the d

(4) If a car is defective, ®e red side of disc
be turned outwards. If car is O.K., the bw'
side must be showing. ,

(5) Cars showing black will be available
traffic. Cars showing red must not be taWi
out.

(6) The Depot Foreman will turn discs as C,
repairs are completed. I

All reports must be handed in to the office vvW
employees sign off duty, or before 9.0 a.m. the f® '
lowing morning.

Reports must be written in ink or indelible p®**'
on the proper forms, and must be full and compi^^
m all particulars. All printed questions must ̂
carefully answered, and the fullest informatJi'
given. When questioned by an Officer, full f
complete information must be given without hes'®
tion. 13

Amended Rule
as from 12th
December,
1940.

124. Work
Records.

125. Quarrel
ling and
Improper
Language.

126. Com
plaints.

127. Gambling.

128. Reading
and Smoking
on Cars, etc.

129. Whistling
on Cars not

permitted.

Before going off duty each day, each Driver M
Conductor must furnish a Work Record Form ma'
out in accordance with the Special Notices.

1. Employees
Duty to
Report
Offences.
Amended Rule
as from 12th
December, 1940

Disputing or quarrelling between employees, i
the use of profane or improper language is stric''
lorbidden m all circumstances, and will be suffici®^-
cause for discharge. 132. Gratuities.

Any complaint against another employee must'
made to the Officer in charge. j
Gambling of any description is forbidden on ̂ 133. Loans,

Board s premises or vehicles. I Testimonials.

Reading books or papers, or smoking whilst on
on cars or on the Board's premises, except whv
specially permitted, is strictly prohibited. A Dri^,, ̂
or Conductor is permitted to smoke whilst his f ,134. Canvaa-
is standing at a suburban terminus, but all smok'? sing,
material must be put away before the car leaves
^^^minus. Smoking in car saloons is strictly f tions

Drivers and Conductors must n<5t Whistle Whti
on the cars.

An employee shall not— —
(1) WHILST IN UNIFORM OR ON DUTY BE

UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF INTOXICAT
ING LIQUOR.

(2) WHILST ON DUTY DRINK OR HAVE IN
HIS POSSESSION ANY INTOXICATING
LIQUOR.

(3) COMMENCE DUTY IF EXHIBITING ANY
SIGNS OF HAVING CONSUMED ANT
INTOXICATING LIQUOR.

(4) WHILST ON DUTY EXHIBIT ANY SIGNS
OF HAVING CONSUMED ANY INTOXI
CATING LIQUOR.

(5) CONVEY OR CAUSE TO BE CONVEYED
ANY INTOXICATING LIQUOR ON TO THE
BOARD'S PREMISES OR PROPERTY OR
ANY PART THEREOF. _

(6) HAND OVER HIS DUTIES TO ANOTHER
EMPLOYEE UNLESS SATISFIED THAT
SUCH OTHER EMPLOYEE IS SOBER AND
FIT FOR DUTY.

(7) WHILST IN UNIFORM ENTER ANY
PREMISES LICENSED TO SELL INTOXI
CATING LIQUOR.

(8) WHILST OFF DUTY DRINK INTOXICAT
ING LIQUOR TO EXCESS.

BREACHES OF THIS RULE OR ANY SECTION
OF IT WILL RENDER THE EMPLOYEE CON
CERNED LIABLE TO SUSPENSION AND/OR.
DISMISSAL

If an employee observes that any other employee,
yhilst on duty, is exhibiting signs of having consumed
intoxicating liquor he shall immediately '®ke steps to.
report such fact as soon as possible to an Officer of the
Board, to enable such other employee to be relieved of
his duties. All cases of neglect or carelessness must also
e reported as soon as possible.

uuicas. aaiiciionca DV uie management, an em
ployee of the Board may not accept money or
gratuities in the shape of fee, reward, or remunera
tion from nacc»«.Ta.T. rtr nthftr ocrsons.

iy control.

Whilst on duty, an employee must not allow him
self to be canvassed for any purpose.

The collection of subscriptions for jny PU^Jje.
charitable or otherwise, is forbidde ygnresenta-
ously sanctioned by the Manager or his representa
tive.



136. Property
of the
Board.

137. Men's
Kooms.

Furniture
and Papers.

138. Notices
and

Placards.

139. Lockers.

140. Strangers
on Board's

Premises.

141. Obstruct
ing Foot
path, etc.,
Forbidden.

142. Names to
be given.

143. Suspen
sions.

L
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any artSe^whlrh convert to his'owrt USe
the fac! Lf Yhi 1 property of the Board, andine tact ot the article appearing waste and uselfKcwm not be accepted as an excufe for its app^cpri"

Rootns provided for the use of employees must
furniture, newspapers ̂ ?c

sSndhv ca^fully used and preservedbtandby Drivers and Conductors will be held
sponsible for the cleaning and sweeping ofsu?h

Dotted fn fl placards of any kind must not be
elsewhere, except the

Australian Tramway Em-
Association and of the Mutual Benefit

In. i of employees of the
nShV^ notices are to be posted only on theNotice Board provided for the purpose.

j which, in the opinion of the Manager
sLiv to representative, does not ref"
kin L f'usiness of the Association or Societ^issuing It, or which is improperly worded will nn^
be allowed on the Notice Board.

employee will be held responsible for the

loctes will be charged with the'fost o'f r'^frSf
Strangers must not be brought on to the Boardk

premises without the permission of the Officer in
charge. Any visitor wishing to interview an em
ployce upon a matter of urgency may do so aft«
obtaining permission of the officer in charge ThI
employee concerned must see that the interView k
as brief as possible. "»^ciview is

Employees must not congregate on the footoath

pLSer'' " i"

A Driver or Conductor must always give his c.r
number or registered can *
when asked to do s" ^ passengers

An employee may be suspended by his superior
Officer for misconduct, accident, or breach of rules
and regulations, and the pay for such employee wUl
be stopped from the moment of such suspension
except m the event of entire acquittal of the charge
on which he was suspended.

144. Rcsigna-
Hnu-s.

145. Board's
Property to
be returned.

146. Public
Safety.

Jl
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If an employee desires to resign from the service
of the Board, seven days' notice in writing must be
given to the Officer in charge of the Depot to which
he is attached. This requirement may be waived by
the Manager in special circumstances.

All property of the Board in the possession of an
employee leaving the service must be returned, and
any amounts due to the Board must be paid. Loss
of. or undue damage to the Board's property will
be chaiged for.

Any money due to such employee for wages will
not be paid until this regulation is complied with.

ACCIDENT PREVENTION.
THE SAFETY OF THE PUBLIC IS TO BE

THE FIRST CONSIDERATION OF EVERY
EMPLOYEE.

CAUTION.

MOST ACCIDENTS ARE DUE TO CARE
LESSNESS, SOMETIMES ON THE PART OF
THE DRIVER OR CONDUCTOR, BUT MORE
OFTEN ON THE PART OF THE INJURED
PERSON OR DRIVER OF THE VEHICLE
CONCERNED.

THE BOARD DESIRES TO PREVENT
EVERY ACCIDENT POSSIBLE, WHETHER IT
BE DUE TO CARELESSNESS ON THE PART
OF ITS OWN MEN OR ON THE PART OF
THE PUBLIC.

NOTE:

MANY PERSONS WHO ARE HURT WHEN
BOARDING OR ALIGHTING FROM CARS IN
MOTION WILL CLAIM THAT YOU STARTED
THE CAR WHEN THEY WERE IN THE ACT
OF BOARDING OR ALIGHTING. AND THAT
YOU WERE TO BLAME.
WHEN YOU SEE PERSONS ATTEMPT TO

BOARD OR ALIGHT FROM A MOVING CAR
SHOUT TO THEM, WARN THEM OF THEIRDaSgER HOLD THEM /F NECESSARY BUT
CALL OUT: "WAIT TILL THE CAR STOPS.
By thus shouting a warning, you are also a"ract-

ing the attention of other passengers *9,
thin if an accident does happen wdl ̂  able to
get witnesses to prove YOU WERE NOl iU
BLAME.

N.B.—Unless it can be proved 4" all
accident that the employee of the ®oard took all
reasonable precautions to prevent the accident, the
Board will have to pay for iniunes or damage, an^



147, Prevent
Accidents.

148. Never be
in a hurry
to start

See that
Passengers
are safely
on or off

Cars.

149. Conversa
tion

unnecessary.

150. Persons
between
cars.

151. Special
care when
passing
Schools or
where chil-
dren are
near track.

152. Safety of
Children.

153. Collisions.
End on with
with Cars.
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prisonTen?" """-"ed with in,.

be takin and n importance. Risks must not
emertained will be

ev?n' exercise every care,

°  time than others are
clear of tS

be rigidly enforced, and njf excise
entertained excuse tor negligence

ssSSE-»»-""=-«"

th^eTs aLTpeSopto^eertt t
or run so that a nerson in t-v ^ another car,
to go between cars be obliged

Sif- «v

aro^d S "r °n orshunting. terminus, nor to assist in

Of" - tuffera
not to push or frighten careful
motion, but must stOD ihl j i®
without violence. If n?ssih1e remove him
address must be obtained and reported """° """
ahead, which'may'a"? any^lLm^'t"'^^ ''nj'""' ®cause the following car, I toTcK, ̂0^^^ ̂

A  '«u« for

154. Collision
with
Vehicles.

Gongs.

155. Step
Accidents.

156. Safety of
Employees.

1
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DRIVERS NOTE:

Collisions with vehicles are your most frequent
accidents; these occur mainly through such vehicle
stopping on the track or pulling across in front of
car without warning.

Drivers must regard all other drivers as being
unaware of the approach of his car, and, when over
taking vehicles or crossing intersecting streets, must
KEEP GONG RINGING. SLACKEN SPEED, and
be READY TO STOP QUICKLY.^ A Driver must
not try to pass another vehicle until there is ample
room to do so.

Anticipation in this matter is essential. If a
vehicle is parked at the kerb, and another is travel
ling beside you, realise that the latter may swing
on to your track.

That the Driver did not sound his gong is, as a
rule, the first point made in a claim for damage
after a collision. Therefore, BE SURE TO
SOUND THE GONG WHENEVER NECES
SARY.

CONDUCTORS NOTE:

STEP ACCIDENTS are your responsibility. Be
on the alert for those who make a last minute de
cision to board or alight just as a car starts.
BOARDING.—Short people, and those who stoop

to pick up children or luggage before stepping on
a car are not seen unless a clear view of the step is
obtained. People who come from the rear often
take hold of the rear stanchion of the Smoking
Compartment as the car starts. KEEP YOUR
EYE ON THE STEP UNTIL THE CAR IS
WELL UNDER WAY.

ALIGHTING.—Beware of people who find that
they have reached their destination just as the car
is starting and those who move slowly and take
more than the ordinary time to alight

Never take it for granted that passengers let go
the stanchion as soon as their feet are on the
ground. See that they have done so.
Before moving a car in a Depot, a Driver must,

in order to prevent an accident to other employees,
or damage to equipment, sound the gong, and must
see that all is clear.

Employees are warned not to expose themselves
or others to danger, and must prevent as far as pos-
sibla tuch risk on the part of their fellow-employeea.



f
157. Leaning

out and

Alighting
from wrong
side of Car.

158. Position
when getting
on and oiF
Car.

159. Passing
Vehicles
or Obstruc
tions near
Track.

160. Obstruc
tions. not
to stop near.

161. Obstruc
tions on or
near Track.

162. Workmen
on or near

Track.

163. Emergency
or Overhead
Waggon on
Track.

164. Vehicles
on Trnck.

L
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An employee must not, on any account, lean out
of or alight from a car on the side on which the
barrier is down, and must endeavor to prevent
passengers from so doing.

A Coi^ductor must always face forward when
alighting from a moving car, thus avoiding risk, and
the setting of a bad example to others.

Before passing any vehicle or obstruction close to
the track where passengers or the Conductor, stand-
mg on step of car, are liable to be injured, the
Driver must sound the gong loudly as a warning,
and reduce speed and stop if necessary or in doubt.
Before proceeding. Driver must assure himself that
all is clear.

Cars must not be stopped to allow passengers to
board or alight within n car length of places where
the track or roadway is torn up, or pits are opened,

hoarding or obstruction is near the track.
When approaching such places, Drivers and Con
ductors must warn passengers to be careful, and.
as far as possible, see that no one alights until the
car has safely passed.

^  look-out for stones
fi!.. * on the track or near^e outside of the rails, especially at places where
men are or have been at work. In the event of any

be

u f® Conductor called to remove theobstruction before proceeding

noT'^noS

A Driver must be very careful when approach-
mg or passing men who are working on the track
or adjoining roadway. He must sound the gong

ne? hnnr ^ maximum of 4 milesper hour and, if necessary, stop the car.

A Driver must not approach within 100 feet of

.mfM 1 ? • J"f to a stop and wait
hnlci the "all clear" signal from thelinesman before proceeding. When passing an ob-
nnn fi the overhead wire,, the Conductor mustpull the pole well down until it is passed.
Whp approaching a vehicle or obstruction which
onl of the track, a Driver must sound his gong

lA-li°P f distance away. Should it be impossible for the vehicle, or. obstvuction to im-

T

'  165. Restive
Horses.

166. Livestock
Crossing
Track.

167.. Proces
sions.

37

mediately clear the track, do not indulge in
unnecessary gonging.

When passing a horse standing beside the track,
a car must proceed slowly, and, should the horse
be without a driver and show any sign of being
frightened by the car, the Conductor must leave the
car and hold the horse by the head until the car is
safely past. When a horse-drawn vehicle is in
motion, and the horse is restive, special care must
be taken, and the car stopped, if necessary.

168. Keep Calm.

169. Assistance
to Injured
Persons.

When sheep, pigs or cattle are crossing track,
cars, if on straight track, must be run at a very
slow speed, but if at a curve, must not enter it
until the track is quite clear. If horses are cross
ing, cars must not be started until all are clear of
the track. Drivers must be careful not to run over
or injure any animal.

PROCESSIONS ARE NOT TO BE EN
DANGERED. When a procession, whether of
vehicles, troops, or civilians, is proceeding parallel
with the tramway track, cars must not be run
alongside or past it, unless all the vehicles or per
sons in the procession are at a safe distance from
the track.

When there is room for the procession to move
off or further away from the track, the gong
should be sounded to indicate that the Driver
desires to pass, but he must wait until all are safely
away before approaching too closely.

When a procession is crossing the track, Drivers
must not attempt to break through, but must stop
and wait until it is safely across before proceeding,
unless the procession is broken by police and traf
fic signalled to proceed.

PROCEDURE IN CASE OF ACCIDENTS.
If an accident happens, passengers look to you

as the Board's representative—therefore, KEEP
CALM.

In the event of a serious accident or illness being
sustained by an employee or any other person m
the course of the operation of the Boards tram
ways, it shall be the duty of any employee of the
Board to—

(0 If the person is seriously injured, that is, if
unconscious or otherwise obviously unable to
take care of himself, and has no one to look
aher him, remove him on the car, or such
vehicle as can be engaged, to the nearest



170. Reports
to be made.

171. Convey
ance of

Injured
Person.

chemist, doctor or hospital, but always to a
hospital in preference to a doctor, unless a
pohceman or some other passenger who will
take charge of him is present.

no

patient is within a mile or two of Head
Office, summon the Board's Medical Officer
by telephone (Cent 7265) between the hours
of 9.15 a.m. and 4.30 p.m., Mondays to Fri
days, and 9.15 a.m. and noon on Saturdays.

(3) When an injured person obviously should not
be moved, obtain the services of the nearest
doctor, m the event of the patient being an
employee, the doctor should be, when prac-
ncable, a Medical Officer of the Tramways
Employees' Benefit Society.

When it is necessary to obtain the assistance of
a medical practitioner, the Board will be responsible
in the first instance for any necessary and reason
able expense, but the doctor must be distinctly in-
iormed that after the first attendance the Board's
responsibility will cease.

Where ambulance transport is required, telephone
or send by messenger to the Victorian

Civil Ambulance Service, 217 Lonsdale Street, Mel
bourne. '

In addition to the foregoing, a member of the
®  L- " furnish any doctor whom he may callwith his name, number and position in the service,
and when reporting to Head Office should state
whether medical assistance was obtained by him or
not.

In the event of an accident, passengers should
not be asked if they are hurt, but, when any pas
senger complains, or is evidently injured, employees
must, with sympathy and kindness, render all pos
sible assistance.

If an accident is fatal, do not leave the body un-
less a policeman or other person, whose name and
address you have obtained, is in charge.
The names and addresses of all injured persons

sho^d, if possible, be accurately ascertained for
entry and report, but an injured person, if in a
serious condition, must not be pressed for same.

If it is necessary for an employee to engage a
conveyance for an injured person, its number and
description and, if possible, the name and address
of the owner or driver must be obtained, and re-
ported with particulars of journey. The driver must
be referred to Head Office for payment, and the

172. Enquiries
not to be
made.

173. Witnesses'
Names and
Addresses.

174. Accidents,
Cautious
Enquiries
to be made.

conveyance

destination.
dismissed immediately on arrival at

When any person is injured, employees must not
enquire after him at his home, or elsewhere, with
out special directions from Head Office.
Whenever an accident occurs to any person or

property, or a car collides with any person, animal
or vehicle other than one of the Board's cars, the
car must be stopped at once, and, however trivial
the case may appear, ALL THE FACTS can-
nected therewith and the NAMES AND AC
CURATE ADDRESSES of as many witnesses as
possible (both on and off the car, and one a police
man, it possible) must be obtained. In obtaining
addresses, the district, street and number or loca
tion of residence should be obtained, and, if possible,
a city address.
Witnesses as to which and to what extent pas

sengers, if any, were injured are necessary, and
those who were in the best position to give such
evidence should be politely asked their names and
addresses, so that their statements may afterwards
be obtained for the information of the Manage
ment

In approaching witnesses, employees should be
courteous and business-like. If witnesses object to
giving their names they should be told politely that
if men in charge of car are blamed for the accident,
their evidence will be wanted. If Conductors men
tion the reason names are wanted, little difficulty
will be experienced in obtaining them.
People will sometimes say that they did not see

an accident in an endeavour to avoid giving their
names, but the NAMES SHOULD BE OBTAIN
ED even if the accident was not actually witnessed.
Such persons may be able to give the name of
someone who did see the accident, but whose name
was not taken.

The names and addresses of drivers, owners, and
registered numbers, if any, of vehicles concerned m
accidents, and the number of persons m such
vehicles are to be noted and reported.
It is not necessary to obtain witnesses in cases

(a) A collision between two of the Board's
trams. .

(b) Collision between a tram and another of the
Board's vehicles.

(c) A fire occurring on a tram.

1



175. Admission!^
not to be
made.

176. Accidents
not to be

discussed.

177. Accidents
to be
Reported.

178. Penalties
for

Accidents.

179. Accidents
to

Employees.
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(d) A sudden application of the brakes when pas
sengers are not at fault.

Drivers and Conductors must be cautious in-mak-
ing enquiries, and not attract special • attention to
such incidents.

If, however, a sudden application of the brakes
IS necessary m an effort to avoid an accident, and
a passenger m the car is injured or thrown down in

jj owing to the sudden stop, the names andaddresses of witnesses must be obtained and, if
possible, the name and address of the person who
was the cause of the sudden stop.
In the case of an accident, the Driver and Con-

ductor must guard against making any remark ad-
mittmg fault, or blaming each other, or admitting
that the accident was caused by any defect of car
or track, such as "Brakes out of order," "Wromr
signal given," etc.

Employees should keep their own counsel, and
must not discuss accidents with, nor give informa
tion to, anyone but the proper Officers of the Board
Newspaper reporters, policemen and solicitors'

intenLnr referred to the Claims Super-
Any accident involving a car or any part of the

® property must be reported to the firstOfficer met. In serious cases, the local Depot must
be advised at once, and the accident reported im
mediately on arrival at Depot.
If a horse falls or a vehicle breaks down on the

track, or if an accident on or with another car is
seen, particulars observed must be reported and
witnesses on employee's own car obtained, if pos-

1, accident must be made separatelyby the Driver and Conductor, stating all the facts
personally observed. Each report must be made on

accident form m ink as soon as the men
concerned are relieved from duty.
_ Even an apparently trivial accident may develop

everythingbHouLD BE Reported, and every par
ticular stated must be the truth.

Conductor concerned in an acci-
suspended pending

■>= "-We to

mii^t employees, no matter how trivial,must be reported immediately by employees who

i

180. Ticket
Supplies.

181. Running
Journals.
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witness them to the Officer in charge, together with
the names of other witnesses, if any.

TICKETS, PARES, CASH, ETC.
Each Conductor must carefully examine the

tickets supplied to him, and check them wi^ the
Revenue Journal before leaving the Revenue Office.

The attention of the Issuing Officer must be
directed immediately to any discrepancy which
appears. No claim for any mistake, which should
have been reported, will be recognised after a Con
ductor has left the Revenue Office.

Care must be taken to use tickets of the right
series for the day.

Tickets obtained from the Depot during a shift
must be entered on the Revenue Journal by the
Issuing Officer, and signed for by the Conductor.
'Each Conductor must obtain sufficient hckets for

his day's work before starting duty. A Conductor
must carry his ordinary tickets when working
special or picnic cars, etc.

On beginning duty, a Conductor must enter upon
his Running Journal distinctly the commencingnumbers of all blocks of tickets which are used on
the route or routes on which he is rostered for the

It is important that these numbers should be en
tered correctly. If any mistake be made, the figures
must not be erased, but lined through, the correct
figures being placed above. All other particulars
required on Running Journals must
special attention being given to the entry of dpstina-
tion for each half trip, also car number and time of
departure. If only a part of the ordinary journey is
run. the point at which the return journey is com
menced must be entered. On first trip, Runnmg
Journals must be punched in the space provided
for the purpose

During his shift, a Conductor must, f
minus enter the last three figures of the com-

X'tto any'^were ?oTd on
If, while any iourney .s made the
desires to enter his numbers
he must do so only m respect of those tickets tor
which the sales have closed.

/
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Tickets.
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This rule is of the utmost importance, and no
excuse will be accepted for neglect of it, or in
accuracy m performing the work required to be
done thereby.

Conductor is required, before the completion of a half trip to hand over the charge of a
car to another Conductor, a supplementary Run-

.u ' showing numbers of all tickets withwhich the journey was commenced, must be placed
in clip provided.

Supplementary Running Journals must be re-
moved from the clip by the Conductor in charge
.^1 ̂ j opportunity, placed in Journal cover,
^y's work l^^^onue Office on completion of

184. Concession
Fares.

«  make themselves conversant
B ^"structions contained in the Sections andf ares Book, and the regulations regarding conces

sion and other Uckets and fares as stated in the By-
laws, and as posted from time to time. Any
violation of these regulations must be reported.
Whenever any concessions on the regular fares

are granted by the Board for special classes of
passengers, or any special occasions, or 1 any

particulars is always

duftors the information of Con-
alW^'n instructed, a Conductor must neverto ride free, nor accept any

senler ff fare, no matter who the pas-senger is, or_ whom he claims to represent, or

PoliteW I'u has been given.
tHi a? proper fare being paid, and
thi fa who claims an exemption that if
nn charged, it will be refundedon application at Head

-  . i-. .jr Viiaigcu,on application at Head Office^
nnder the age of ride

Book^^^A Sections an? FaresBook. A child under 4SeVears of age mav ride

unl^sfor Pinced on the scat,

accept the word of theTacsengrfn'J'hargf cufh

T

186. Passes.

187. Employees'
Passes.

188. News
papers.
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DISABLED SOLDIERS' PASSES AND
PASSES for the BLIND must be dealt with in
accordance with instructions posted at Depots.

Men who arc allowed to ride free when wearing
their badges must have them plainly shown on the
breast of their outside coats while they are on the
cars. A Conductor must see for himself the num
bers on badges, and must not accept the employee's
word for same.

189. Passen
gers'
Luggage,
Parcels and
Packages.

190. Collection
of Fares.

Passes from employees' books of passes mu^ be
collected whole, immediately torn in two and both
parts retained by the Conductor, no tickets being
issued in return unless a transfer is requested by
the employee.

Ticket Examiners will check the covers of pass
books shown by employees, and see that the Con
ductor holds a pass of corresponding number and
letter.

A Conductor must keep separate passes collected
on each half trip until the end of the trip, ajd sub
mit these only to an Examiner when he is checking
tickets, unless he demands others.
Employees' card passes must be torn in two im

mediately and returned to the employee.
Parcels of newspapers addressed to newsagents

may be carried in accordance with the provisions of
the Sections and Fares Book. They must be taken
charge of by the Driver, and delivered unsoiled, as
addressed, if it is possible to do so without leavmg
the car, otherwise they must be taken on and left
at Depot Office.

Passengers' personal luggage may be carried as
provided in the Sections and Book. Such
luggage, parcels or packages must not be Placed m
a  position which will inconvenience other
passengers.

1 (a) A fare in either cash or ticket must be col
lected from every person who rides on the Board s
cars except persons holding passes and bad^s as
detailed in local notices, Police Constables, and cm-
jiloyees in uniform.
(b) The fare must be collected as soon as ̂ os-

sLble after a passenger has boarded the '-aC'Conductor must not rely on Passei^c" PJ^^f
fares, nor wait until there are a number to collect.
(c) As soon as possible after each stop the Con

ductor must again commence to collect fares, an
nouncing in a distinct voice. Fares, please.
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191. Stop Car
or reduce

speed to
allow Fares

to be

collected.

192. Issue of
Tickets.

Wrongly
Issued
Tickets.

L

44

When a car is loaded at any place and waiting
for the time of departure, the Conductor must pro
ceed to collect fares whilst the car is so waiting.
A Conductor must commence to collect fares in

the rear and work towards the front of the car.

On finishing the collection of fares, a Conductor
must remain at the rear of the smoking compart
ment near the saloon entrance imtil again required
to collect fares.

2. A Conductor must politely but clearly ascer
tain the destination of passengers.

3. When collecting fares for more than one per
son, or for children or luggage, the Conductor must
have a distinct understanding before detaching
tickets as to HOW MANY and FOR WHOM and .
for what journeys fares have been tendered. A
Conductor must be especially careful in reference-
to CHILDREN'S FARES and LUGGAGE.

If a car is heavily loaded and a Conductor sees
that he will be unable to collect all the fares before
reaching the end of the section, he may stop the
car or signal the Driver to reduce speed to enable
him to do so. The Driver must be on the alert to
assist in this direction.

1. Unless otherwise directed, a ticket must be
issued for each fare paid.

2, Tickets must be issued in the order in which
they appear on the Revenue Journal, and must be
issued to passengers in the numerical order in which
they are attached to the block.

On no account must a new block of tickets be
started until a broken block of the same denom
ination is exhausted.

3. Blocks of tickets not in use must be kept i*^
outfit tins or wallets. Tins must be kept securely
fastened with the locks provided.

4. Except where otherwise provided, tickets must,
upon issue, be punched in the space denoting the
starting point of the journey which the passenger is
entitled to travel.

5. Tickets torn off or punched in error or which
have become detached from a block MUST NOT
IN ANY CIRCUMSTANCES BE ISSUED TO A
PASSENGER NOR ENTERED ON THE RUN
NING JOURNAL. Conductors are warned against
placing such a ticket under others in the block with,
a view to selling it later. If, through a misunder
standing, a wrong ticket is issued, it must be taken
back without demur, and the correct ticket given.

193. Unpaid
Fares.

Evading
Payment
of Fares.

The wrongly. issued ticket must be marked AT
ONCE on face vidth the route, time and date, and
handed to the first Inspector or
met for scrutiny and cancellation. Should the Con
ductor be unable to get in touch
or Ticket Examiner, he must report the matter to
the Depot Master. On
ticket must be attached to a form of application for
Refund" and handed in to the office.

T

6 A Ticket once used shall not be issued again.
Anv Conductor found with such ticket in his posses-
«;ion in any circumstance whatever, or who is
Cwn to hive issued such a ticket to a passenger,
will be dismissed.
This clause does not appl^y to tickets which are

marked in accordance with the provisions bf Section
5 of this rule.01 tnib luic. ^ .

7. Conductors are forbidden to '''"J
fingers with saliva when issuing tickets Rubber
Sis may be obtained at the Revenue Office.

h-" ofthe'^xceL lar^e^whefrTdirg beyond
passenger has, on a p some excuse, he
out paying a fare atte . ̂  on the fare

s ss.'s —■
name's 'S'tSf the ISson may be prosecuted tf
desired.irsuch a Per-n refuses to^Ught or bec^
suiting or obstructive, ^ q£ Tramways Act
In evrdfng'payment of a fate;
of

yj
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194. Fares
tendered on
or after
leaving Car.

195. Transfer
Ticket,
How to issue
and receive.

l:

fnlf n^'rV ̂  address must be obtained, andfull particulars reported, together with names and
addresses of witnesses, and Ixpired ticketsf^ any

a car before paying

mLt hand to th n Conductormust hand to the Driver for cancellation a check
ticket for the amount of the fare. "

receiving a fare from a passenger who isleavmg or who has left the car" the Cond^acto?
proper ticke°"ttr Uin two and openly discard it.

transfer tickets.

Ticket mark and issue Transfer
^ in accordance with the special instructions applying thereto, and the Local and

Special Notices posted at Depot.
wo^uld^hrnlf ask for a transfer whichwould be useless owing to the last car of the route

tSn^fe? noinl® intended for use having passed the
no Snsf °r tsueA
tnr" Transfer Ticket, a Conductor must alv/ays be careful to ascertain the oas-

destination, and to issue the right ticket
® mistake is made, theticket must be destroyed and another issued.

. A Transfer Ticket must never be given to or
not afreadS'^tend^™?^ ^asfhi ^ tendered an employee's pass or paid
Ticket Transfer
fer"fr?m employee presenting a trans-
hlmclu fi, ^ if Conductor must satisfyhimself that such employee holds a book of passes
or a cancelled card pass of the correct date.

en^i^r^ a Transfer Ticket mustenter a car at the transfer point.
Tickets, when tendered by passengers

T?YA^TvnfS tickets, must beEXAMINED FOR SERIES and DESTINATION
to be accepted on the route, and in the

direction for which they are available.

in?h=''rod7o"?£ tfcteJ"'''
A Conductor must refuse any Transfer Ticket of

it nf'^nof presented on a route for whichnot available, unless he has good reason to

196. Inspection
of Tickets.

think that it has been wrongly issued or marked by
the -issuing Conductor. In' such case, particulars
as to the class and number of transfer, together
with the time, place, direction of journey must be
obtained and reported. If obliged to refuse a Trans
fer Ticket, the Conductor must politely explain the
reason and draw the passenger's attention to the
wording of the transfer. Such useless ticket must
be left with the passenger.

7. When a stoppage occurs on either of two
routes between which Transfers are allowed. Con
ductors of the route on which the service is not
interrupted may receive Transfers issued on that
route, and which cannot be used on the other, pro
viding that passengers holding such Transfers
travel in the direction of their original destiMtion,
and the series of such transfers is correct.

1. Tickets are available only for the journey for
which they are issued, and which is indicated
thereon.

2. Should any doubt exist in a Conductor's mind
as to whether a passenger has paid the proper fare,
he must request the production of such passenger s
ticket.

3. A Conductor or Assistant Conductor who
boards a car to collect fares on a portion of the
trip only, must at once check tickets held by pas
sengers.'

4. A Conductor must carefully examine all
tickets held by passengers at the commencement of
each section, and see that they are correct. The
practice of making this inspection after an Exam
iner has boarded the car is not allowed. The Con
ductor must also scrutinise each ticket as it is
issued.

5 After any Assistant Conductor who has been
collecting fares has left the car, the Conductor in
charge must make an examination of tickets and
satisfy himself that all passengers are provided with
the proper tickets for the journey.

6. When required, a Conductor must prompUy
submit his Journals, Tickets, Cash and Bag to any
Depot Master, Inspector, Revenue or Ticket Llerk.
or Ticket Examiner for examination, and must giye
any information or assistance. giving up is
Journal, a Conductor must not collect fares in ad
vance of a Ticket Examiner unless directed by him
to do so.
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198. Refund of
Fares in the
event of

Interruption
-~to Service.

199, Mutilated
Check

7. If an Examiner discovers missed fares, of
"over-rides," the Conductor must not admonish the
■passenger in any way. If he is of the opinion that
such passenger has endeavoured to evade payment,
he must do nothing more than give the Examiner
his reasons for thinking so. The Ticket Examiner
will then take any action he considers necessary.
In such cases, the Conductor must not collect a fare
from the passenger unless he is instructed to do so.

8. Should the tickets on a block not be numbered
in numerical order, or be mutilated in any way, the
sale of tickets from that block must be stopped and
the block handed in to the Revenue Office with a
covering report, as soon as possible.

Passengers
on

Wrong Car

A passenger who boards a car by mistake and
rides only a very short distance need not pay a fare,
but the Conductor must satisfy himself that an
error has been made. If a ticket has been" issued,
no refund can be made.

When a car is delayed for ten minutes or more
by failure of power or from other cause, the Con
ductor may, IF REQUESTED, refund to passen
gers the fares already collected, as follows;—

I. If the car has not moved since fare was col
lected, the whole of the fare paid may be refunded.

2. If passenger has not travelled the whole of
the journey covered by the fare paid, a sum equiva
lent to the ordinary fare for the distance yet to be
travelled (but not exceeding the fare paid) may be
refunded.

When making refunds, a Conductor must collect
tickets from the passengers, and mark the amount
refunded on the back of each ticket, and initial
same.

The usual form of "Application for Refund" must
be made out on completion of shift, and a report
made showing the point at which the car was held
up, duration of stoppage, and total amount refunded.
AIL tickets on which refunds were made fnust be
attached to the application.

. In the event of. a passenger mutilating or rolling
up a checTc ticket so that the number or value can
not readily be distinguished, another fare must be
paid by the passenger.

200. Mutilated
Exchange
Tickets.

201. Change.

202. Giving
Change.

203. Foreign
Coins, etc.

204. Assistant
Conductors.

i

Mutilated Scholars' Concession Tickets, General
and other exchange tickets, if in such a condition
that they cannot be read at sight, and unless three-
fourths of the full surface remains, must not be
accepted. Persons presenting same must be re
ferred to Head Office.

Each Conductor is supplied with change, consist
ing of Ten shillings in cash, and the full amount of
change must always be kept in bag. Periodical
examinations will be made.

If a passenger has nothing less than a One pound
or Ten shilling note, and a Conductor is unable to
change it, the passenger must be asked to forward
fare to Head Office, or the nearest Depot, his name
and address being taken, and reported.

When taking any coin from a passenger for which
change is to be given, a Conductor must be care
ful to call the passenger's attention to the value of
the coin before putting it into his cash bag. Change
and ticket must be given at the same time.

Every endeavour miist be made to avoid argu
ments regarding change. Should a passenpr dis
pute the amount of change given, askpassenger's name and address, explaining that Head
Office will get in touch with him as soon as pos
sible. Passenger's name and address must be ob
tained and a full report made.

A Conductor must not accept foreign coins or
counterfeit coins, nor coins which are mutilated or
which are too smooth to show their design. Should
the passenger have no other change, obtain name
and address, and report in the ordinary way.

When an Assistant Conductor boards a car for
the purpose of collecting fares, he must, before com
mencing, place in the clip provided a supple
mentary running journal on which is set out the
opening numbers of all his tickets, together with
his signature and number, car number, and date,
time and place of boarding car.

An Assistant Conductor must collect fares m
front portion of car unless otherwise instructed by
an Officer. He must enter upon his Runnmg Jour
nal the time and place at which he boards and
leaves each car.



205. Student
Conductors.

206. Children's
Carriages.

207. Parcels
and
Letters.

%

208. Satchels.

210. Lost
Tickets.

211. Ticket
Punches.

When a Student Conductor is employed, the Con
ductor in charge must satisfy himself that the
Student's work is properly done. The Conductor
in charge will be held responsible for missed fares.

209. Minimum
Fare Cars.

Children's folding carriages may be carried, if
folded closely, providing that there is room for
them in the gangways or saloons without incom
moding passengers, and that the full adult fare is
paid for each.

A. Conductor must not stop the car to deliver any
parcel or letter for a passenger, and must not carry
parcels or letters, except as provided m Kuie
No. 188, other than those accompanied by passen
gers, or those received from or addressed to the
Board's Offices or Stations, when they must be
delivered as addressed promptly and caretully.

Leather satchels used between the Board's Stations
must be taken charge of by the Driver, and handed
to the Conductor at intersection or Depot for
prompt delivery. If parcels or satchels require to
be transferred from one car to another,- they must
not be thrown, but must be handed to the other
Conductor or Signalman. If such employee cannot
leave his post, the parcel or satchel must be taken
to him.

A Conductor working a car known as a "Mini
mum Fare Car," must call out "Minimum Fare Car'!
of whatever the amount may be before leaving the
terminus, and must not accept adult fares of^ less
than the minimum fare while the Notice Board is on
the car. The boards must be removed in accord
ance with special or local notice. Minimum Fare
Notices apply to adult passengers only, not to
children.

A Conductor will be required to pay for all
tickets issued to him and not returned. The loss of
any tickets must be reported in writing immediately,
so that steps may be taken to recover them.

Each Conductor will be issued with a ticket
which must be kept in his possession until called
in, and on no account may it be lent to another
Conductor.

212. Paying
in.

214. Deficien
cies.

i.

li

A Conductor must not have
more than one ticket punch.

in his possession

213. Balancing
Cash.

Each Conductor must enter on his Revenue
Journal particulars of cash and exchange ticke s
he pays in, and on Revenue and Running
the full closing numbers of the blocks of tickets re
turned. Each Conductor must pay m his own cash.

Conductors must wait until the Clerk
checks the cash they pay to him, see ^
rect and that the Revenue Journal is initialled by
the Revenue Clerk or an Interim Lodgment Slip
issued.

Any alterations made in the Cof
on a Revenue Journal must be imt.alled by the Co
ductor.

A Conductor must not, in any case, compute Ae
t. Ttickets sold. He must simply count out

Ws change reserve carefully, and pay in the balance.
Deficiencies of T- fiUing-nd smpenc^_^and

over must be explained m wnxing,
demand.

,  • a Conductor on account of cash
n iiTror will not be considered unless lodgedrefor^trkluTuP auty on his next w^kmg day. and

before examining the Revenue Journal.

Such claims are to he made out on the forms
provided for the purpose.
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BY-LAW No. 5 (General)

BY-LAW No. 5, MADE BY THE MELBOURNE

AND METROPOLITAN TRAMWAYS

BOARD PURSUANT TO AND UNDER

•  AUTHORITY CONFERRED BY THE MEL

BOURNE AND METROPOLITAN TRAM

WAYS ACT, 1918.

1. This By-law shall extend and apply to all
tram cars and other vehicles of the Board used for
the conveyance of passengers for hire, also to all
buildings, plant, shelters, and premises used for or
in connection with the business of the Board.

2. In this By-law the word "Board" means the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board and
any person authorised by the Board to do any par
ticular matter or thing.

"Conductor" includes any Gripman, Motorman,
Conductor, Inspector, or duly au^orised Officer or
servant in the employment of the Board.

"Tram" includes any vehicle used by the Board
for the conveyance of passengers for hire.

3. No person shall smoke in or upon any tram or
portion of a tram where smoking is prohibited by
notice displayed in or upon such tram.

4. No passenger or other person whilst in or
upon any tram shall solicit alms, play, or perform
upon any musical instrument, distribute handbills or
advertisements, or offer newspapers or any article
for sale.

5 No person, who in the opinion of the Con
ductor is in a state of intoxication, shall be allo^yed
10 enter or to mount upon any tram or to enter any
premises of the Board, and if found in or upon any
such tranv or premises, such person shall, at the
request of the Conductor, leave such tram or pre
mises, and his fare if paid shall be forfeited, and if
he do not at once leave such tram or premises he
may be removed by or under the direction of the
Conductor, and in addition he shall also be liable to
the penalty provided by this By-law.

6. No person shall drink any intoxicating liquor
upon any tram or premises belonging to the Board.
Any person refusing to cease from so doing, shall,
at the request of the Conductor, leave such tram or
premises, and his fare if paid shall be forfeited, and
if he do not at once leave such tram or premises, he
may be removed by or under the direction of
Conductor, and in addition he shall also be liable
to the penalty provided by this By-law.

7 No person shall swear or use obscene, in
sulting, or offensive language, or commit any
nuiaance in or upon any tram or premises of the
Board or wilfully interfere with the comfort ofany passenger and any person who in the opinion
of thrConductor shall have committed a breach offtifciause, shall, at the pre'l
'rusl^tairThau' h^;rfef^eran'd^f7e■
Svedby o?under Conductor
Tnd he shall-also be liable to the penalty provided
by this By-law.

8 No person shall damage any tram or premisesor%en,J. oTSfface Ty

ofSyTrarofothJrwlse wilfully damage
any tram or premises.

Any person acting in contravention of this Clm^e
shall be liable to pay for the damage done m addi
tion to the penalty provided by this By-law.

:9. No person whose dress, clothing, or luggage
may,-in the opinion of the Conductor-soil-or injure

4



Ihe seats or lining of any tram or waiting room, or
• the dress or clothing of any passenger, and no per
son who in the opinion of the Conductor may for
any reason be offensive to other passengers or to
occupants of a waiting room shall be entitled to
enter or remain in or upon any tram or waiting
room, and any such person may be prevented from
entering in or upon any tram or waiting room, and
shall not enter any tram or waiting room after
having been requested by the Conductor not to do
so, and if found in or upon any tram or waiting
room shall upon the request of the Conductor and
on having his fare (if previously paid) returned,
leave the tram or waiting room, and if he do not at
once leave the tram or waiting room he may be
removed by or under the direction of the Conductor,
and in such case he shall also be liable for the
penalty provided in this By-law.

10. All fares must be paid in cash or by con
cession or other cards or tickets or tokens pur
chased or obtained from the Board, and no person
travelling or having travelled in any tram shall fail
to tender the fare to the Conductor.

11. Every passenger shall upon demand exhibit
and/or deliver up his ticket or pay to the Conductor
the fare legally demandable for the journey.

12. No passenger shall tender to the Conductor
in respect of his fare or as evidence that his fare has
been paid any ticket that is rolled up, defaced, or
illegible, or in such a condition that it cannot be
easily read at sight, or that has been divided, or
from which any parts have been cut or taken off;
no such ticket will be accepted, and the passenger
tendering any such ticket will be deemed not to
have paid his fare, and shall upon demand pay to
the Conductor the fare legally demandable for the
journey then being travelled by the passenger and
in respect of v/hich such ticket has been produced
as aforesaid.

12(a). No passenger shall tender to the Con
ductor as evidence that he has paid his fare any
ticket other than the check ticket or tickets issued
to him for the journey then being travelled.

13.- No person shall take into or upon any tram,
luggage other than articles which can conveniently
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be carried in the hand, and which will not in the
opinion of the Conductor interfere with the comfort
of other passengers.

Provided that the foregoing provision shall not
prevent the carriage of any parcels or luggage in
any part of a tram where such is specially per
mitted.

14. Personal or other luggage (including the
tools of workmen) shall unless otherwise per
mitted by the Conductor, be placed on the platform,
and not in the interior or on the roof of any tram.

15. No passenger or other person not being a
servant of the Board shall enter the Motorman's
or Gripman's compartment or the rear compart
ment of any electric tram, or travel on the roof,
steps, bumpers, or draw bars of any tram, or pass
from one tram to another while they are in motion.

16. No passenger upon a tram shall permit any
child who is travelling with such passenger to stand
upon any seat of the tram.

17. No scholar travelling at scholars' concession
fare rates shall occupy a seat on any tram if an
adult passenger is unable to obtain seating accom
modation on such tram.

Unless accompanied by an adult, no child under
the age of ^fears nor scholar traveilmg at con
cession fare rates shall be entitled to ride on the
grip car or the platforms of any cable tram or in a
smokers' compartment of any tram.

18. No person shall, except at the terminus of
any car route, enter or leave an electric tram except
upon the left-hand side in the direction of travel,
and no person shall enter or leave a tram by passing
under the side barriers.

19. No person shall stand upon the platform or
in the gangway of any tram in such a position as
to obstruct the free passage of persons into and
out of the tram.
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20. No person except a passenger or intending
passenger shall enter or mount any tram, and no
person shall hold or hang on to or by any- exterior
part of a tram.

21. No person shall bring in or on to any tram,
loaded firearms, cinema films, paint, oil, or glass, or
anything which shall project beyond the tram, or
which may in the opinion of the* Conductor be
liable to damage the tram or cause injury to any
person or the property of any person.

22. No person not being an employee of the
Board shall operate or move steps, gates, destina
tion signs, trolley poles, trolley cord, driving gear,
or brakes of any tram, or the movable bars at the
side of same.

23i No person shall be entitled to have any dog
or other animal in or upon any tram.

24. No person shall board or alight from, or
attempt to board or alight from, a tram whilst in
motion.

25. No person shall expectorate upon the floor or
any other part of a tram or shelter.

26. No person shall, without written authority,
post or stick any placard or bill within or on any
tram or on any pole, building, or premises of the
Board.

27. No person shall, without lawful excuse (the
proof whereof shall lie on him) wilfully do any of
the following things, namely:—

Persist in riding or driving any horse, cart, car
riage, motor, bicycle, or other vehicle, or any sheep,
cattle, pigs, or other stock on the tramway line in
front of any tram after the bell of such tram has
been sounded as a warning that the tram is coming
behind or overtaking such horse, cart, carriage,
motor, bicycle, or vehicle, sheep or cattle, pigs, or
other stock. -

28. No person shall mount or enter upon any
tram after being informed by the Conductor that

J

r,7

the same is full, or having mounted or entered shall
refuse or neglect to leave the tram when requested
by the Conductor to do so.

29. No person who has or may be reasonably
supposed to have any contagious or infectious
disease shall enter any tram, tramway shelter, or
waiting room, or other premises of the Board, and
no person shall bring into or upon any tram,
shelter, or waiting room, or other premises of the
Board, any child who has or may be reasonably
supposed to have any contagious or infectious
disease.

30. Any person offending against or committing
a breach of this By-law shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding Five pounds for each offence.

Dated this 4th day of May, 1922.

The foregoing By-law was CONFIRMED by the
Board at a meeting held on 25th May, 1922.

The Common Seal of the Melbourne

and Metropolitan Tramways Board
was hereunto affixed in the

presence of

ALEX. CAMERON, Chairman.

THOS. O'L. REYNOLDS, Member.

W. O. STRANGWARD, Secretary.
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CAUTION

■
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/  Drivers must not, when the track is obstructed by a
' \\/ Vehicle or Pei*son, run too close before it is quite clear. Horses,

when frightened, sometimes back towards, instead of going away
from, a Car.

If in doubt—STOP and WAIT

Remember that drays laden with timber describe a large
arc in turning. Be especially careful when passing them.

SAFETY FIRST
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